You'll note I said, "maintaining," because plenty of folks can build up a cache-that's just making copies of stuff you might want later and putting it in a place that's easier for you to find or faster for you to access. Maintaining a cache actually has several distinct operations, all of which must be carried out correctly for the cache to be of any real use.
The only reason to create a cache in the first place is that there is some piece of information that is frequently used and that can be stored in a place where it is quicker to access. For example, a system's main memory can be thought of as a cache for files on disk, because it's perfectly possible to read a file into memory, execute the instructions read from the file, and then immediately free the memory. No one builds systems like that because it's expensive to keep copying the data from disk for each execution, so we leave the data we've copied in memory until we need the memory for some other purpose. Your particular case seems like a cache of either settings or files, rather than a memory, CPU, or chip-level cache, so I'll narrow my remarks a bit more to cover just this case, but the principles apply to all sorts of caches.
Adding to a cache is relatively straightforward. As long as there is room in the cache, an entry is added, hopefully, in a place that is quicker to access the second time around. Accessing an entry in the cache requires a lookup operation, which can fail. Failing to find an entry in the cache is called a "miss" and is the cache's way of telling you to go back where you came from and look up the data in the old, slow way.
The problems you're having with your system come from its inability to invalidate stale data. If you change something in files that are being deployed and your deployment system doesn't notice that change, then it's going to think that the data it has cached is fresh when, in fact, it is stale. Nothing stinks quite like stale data-it smells like dead lizards. Since I have no idea how your system is judging the freshness of your data, let's just assume for a moment that it's using the file modification timestamp, and then let's further assume that it's not looking at seconds, but instead, minutes. That means if you are doing a file save and then an immediate "deploy," your system will not, in fact, think that the data is stale. That is, if you do deploy-change-deploy in the same minute, which is quite possible for a touch typist, the system will not think that the old data is out of date. Another possibility is that the settings you're changing are in a file that's not being watched by the system, and that the thing that it cares about is some file that points to your file.
A correctly implemented cache tracks all the things being cached, not just the thing that the programmer assumes other people will modify. The problem usually comes as more types of data are added to the cache. A file here, a database entry there, and eventually what you have isn't really a well-organized cache, but instead, the datastorage equivalent of spaghetti code, where files point to files, and the file with the dragon has the pellet with the poison, but the directory with the dragon has the file that is true.
One way for you, the user, to deal with this is to be a tad brutal and flush the cache. Whereas invalidation is the careful, even surgical, removal of stale data, a flush is just what it sounds like: it sends all the crap right down the drain, fresh and stale. It sounds like whoever implemented your system has made this difficult for you by scattering the requisite files all over the system, but once you have your complete list, it's probably time to write a flush.sh shell script to clear out all the cruft you can think of.
Coming back up for air, let's think about how a proper cache is managed, so that the next system any of us come across doesn't require the use of system-call tracing to find out why the system is misbehaving. Caches make sense only if they speed up access to frequently used data; otherwise, let the operating system or your database handle things, because they're pretty smart at managing data and keeping the fresh data near at hand.
When you build a cache, pick a key that's easy to search for. Here's a hint: strings are not easy to search for, but hashes of strings are. When you add new object types to the cache, don't do it by adding a pointer from one object to another, unless those two objects must be treated as one thing. Trying to track down whether or not a sub-object has changed by walking all the parent objects is inefficient. When using timestamps to indicate freshness, look at the seconds-seriously, computers are fast; many things happen in a computer minute. If the cache contains files, put them all under a common root directory, as this will make flushing them easier for the user.
Much of what we've talked about is local caching, and KV has left out the distributed case, for reasons of personal sanity. The advice here is a good start to building a distributed cache, because if you get this wrong in the local case, your chances of getting it right in the distributed case are nil. If KV gets a good letter about the distributed case, he might take leave of his senses long enough to try to answer it, or he might burn the letterand since sending letters is also a distributed system, there is no guarantee that you'll know if the message was delivered, lost, or is in a stale cache. 
KV

